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US Elections

Special Focus

Clinton favoured to win election but Trumpism
is not going away
Mark Habeeb

Washington

O

pinion polls indicate that
Hillary Clinton will be
elected president of the
United States but the result is likely to be significantly closer than seemed possible a
few weeks ago.
Clinton’s lead, once double digits
in some polls, narrowed considerably in the last week of the campaign.
Clinton, however, leads in many
heavily populated states, which
gives her an advantage in the decisive electoral college.
Under the US system, the winner
is not necessarily the candidate who
wins the popular vote but the one
who secures the majority of electoral votes — each state is assigned
a certain number based on its congressional representation — with
270 needed to win.

56% of respondents
in the Arab world had
a positive view of
Clinton, while 60%
had a negative view
of Trump.
A recent count indicated that
Clinton was leading polls in states
accounting for 224 electoral votes to
Trump’s 180. States worth a total of
134 electoral votes were considered
toss-ups.
Several factors account for the
late surge in Trump’s support. For
one, Libertarian Party candidate
Gary Johnson has seen his support
in polls fall from 10-12% to less than
5%. Apparently, more of the vot-

ers who are defecting from Johnson’s camp have decided to support
Trump over Clinton.
Another factor eating into Clinton’s earlier strong lead was the revelation by FBI Director James Comey
that the agency was investigating a
new batch of e-mails related to Clinton that were found on a computer
of the estranged husband of Clinton’s close adviser Huma Abedin.
While Comey did not make specific allegations of wrongdoing and
acknowledged that the investigation
may not reveal any, the announcement bolstered Trump’s attack that
Clinton is “corrupt” and will face
criminal charges if elected president. It also served to deflect attention from the swirl of allegations
that Trump has a history of sexual
improprieties and even sexual assault.
While a Trump victory seems
highly unlikely, so does a Clinton
landslide — something that seemed
very possible as recently as two
weeks ago. An extremely close race,
particularly narrow outcomes in
key battleground states, could lead
Trump to declare that the election
was a fraud. Even if the election
outcome is by a sufficiently wide
margin to make fraud allegations
unreasonable, it is all but certain:
Trumpism will survive November
8th.
Trump has demonstrated that a
substantial portion of the US public
feels anger towards establishment
politicians, frustration over economic stagnation, hostility to free
trade and open borders and fear over
terrorism. The fact that Trump’s
strongest support comes from older,
non-college educated white males
would suggest that fear of minorities, including Muslims, also is a key
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factor in his support.
If Clinton is sworn in on January 20th as the United States’ first
female president, she will face the
challenge of pushing through her
proposed policies in a political environment that will remain highly polarised. The Democrats may capture
control of the US Senate by a one- or
two-seat margin but the US House
of Representatives almost certainly
will remain under Republican control.
Rumours abound that Trump is
planning to start a television network to continue his movement to
“Make America Great Again”. Even
if he does not, a close election will
inspire him to stay in the spotlight
— a place he enjoys being and where
the ratings-obsessed US media en-

joy having him. To the dismay of the
Republican Party establishment, future Republican candidates may feel
a need to secure Trump’s blessing or
at least to not anger him.
In short, the forecast is for political gridlock and continued divisive
rhetoric. In such an environment,
Clinton may find herself spending more time on foreign policy,
an arena in which the executive
branch has amassed greater control.
It remains to be seen whether as US
president she will be able to develop respect and legitimacy overseas
when her former opponent stays on
television decrying her as “corrupt”
and as someone who “should be in
prison”.
Clinton would be faring much better if the electorate included resi-

dents of the Arab world. In a poll of
3,200 people in eight Arab countries
conducted by the Qatari-affiliated
Arab Center Washington, Clinton
was the favoured candidate for president by 66% to 11%. Moroccans and
Tunisians were Clinton’s strongest
supporters, while Egyptians came in
last (but still gave her 56%). Overall,
56% of respondents said they had
a positive view of Clinton and 60%
stated a negative view of Trump.
If the Arab world had electoral
votes, Clinton would coast to victory.
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Libya unlikely to be priority whoever wins US elections
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redictably, most of the
attention given to
foreign policy in the
Middle East this
election season in the
United States has
focused on Iraq, Syria and the
Islamic State (ISIS). To the extent
that Libya has been mentioned, it
is in relation to the expansion of
ISIS in the country or, more
often, the 2011 NATO intervention and its aftermath.
Libya will surely not be the new
president’s immediate foreign
policy priority on his or her first
day in office. Given the numerous
foreign-policy challenges facing
the United States and the Benghazi-focused rhetoric that surrounded any discussion of Libya,
the next president is unlikely to
have much of an appetite for serious investment of resources aimed
at stabilising the country.
This is bad news for US Secretary of State John Kerry, European
stakeholders in Libya and the
Libyan people.
Even amid a chaotic global
backdrop, Kerry has actively
pushed for a political solution to
the crisis in Libya and put his support behind the Libyan Political
Agreement and the Government of
National Accord (GNA). He has had
multiple ministerial meetings over
the past year with his European
counterparts to reaffirm commitment to supporting the Libyan
people and the GNA.
On October 31st in London,
Kerry and representatives from
Britain, Italy, France, the United
Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia

US policy in Libya under Clinton
or Trump is unlikely to look
much further than the defeat of
ISIS in the country.

met with GNA Prime Minister
Fayez al-Sarraj and the governor of
the Libyan National Bank, Saddek
al-Kabir. The meeting was called
for at the insistence of the United
States to address Libya’s dire
economic state and to help resolve
a dispute between Sarraj and Kabir
over key reforms and the control
of Libya’s resources.
While it is unclear what tangible effect, if any, the meeting will
have on Libya’s fractured centres
of power, Kerry’s efforts towards
strengthening the GNA’s authority
and the ability of Libya’s institutions to meet the needs of the
people are evident.
The top diplomat in a Hillary
Clinton or Donald Trump administration is unlikely to follow Kerry’s
lead on Libya.
Trump’s statements on action
in Libya, like much of his foreign
policy rhetoric, have been both
questionable and notably aggressive. While Trump has denied that
he supported the intervention in
Libya in 2011, he has been vocal
in backing military efforts against
ISIS in the country, even suggest-

ing that the United States seize
oilfields there from ISIS. This suggestion ignores the fact that the
group does not control Libya’s oil
resources.
The secretary of State in a
Trump administration would be
unlikely to invest resources in
diplomatic efforts aimed at boosting the GNA’s authority and easing
political divisions in Libya. Rather,
a Trump administration would
likely take a narrow approach
aimed at defeating ISIS in Sirte,
ignoring that the terror group’s
existence in Libya is an indicator, rather than the source, of the
country’s instability.
A Clinton administration would
also be unlikely to invest significant resources in a diplomatic
push in Libya. While Clinton has
stood firm in her support for
intervening in Libya in 2011, her
administration would be unlikely
to prioritise the kind of diplomatic
efforts Kerry has taken due to controversy surrounding her record in
the country.
US policy in Libya under Clinton
or Trump is unlikely to look much

A file picture shows US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton (C) standing with Libyan soldiers as she readies to depart from Tripoli,
Libya, on October 18 th, 2011
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The next
president
is unlikely
to have an
appetite for
investment
of resources
aimed at
stabilising
Libya.

further than the defeat of ISIS in
the country and it is doubtful that
the incoming secretary of State
will place the same emphasis that
Kerry has on reaching a peaceful
resolution to the political infighting in Libya.
Given this, the burden will be
left to key European stakeholders
to push for a solution in Libya and
prioritise the strengthening of the
GNA. However, without US leadership, the efficacy of the international community’s diplomatic
efforts in Libya remains uncertain.
More often than not, key international players in Libya seem content to pay lip service to the need
to support the GNA and the Libyan
people while pursuing their own
interests on the ground.
A United States that is less active in Libya will do little to help
the Libyan people. Although the
United States has been supporting GNA-backed forces in the fight
against ISIS in Sirte, neither a
Clinton nor Trump administration
is likely to support a post-ISIS
major stabilisation effort in the
city. This risks repeating the
mistake the United States made in
Libya in 2011 by failing to invest
in significant stabilisation efforts
after the NATO intervention.
Kerry’s efforts in Libya are laudable. However, it appears that the
momentum of such efforts will be
lost, as US-led diplomacy in Libya
under the next administration will
be markedly less robust. As the
next administration examines the
various crises across the Middle
East and the globe, it is doubtful
that renewed US investment in
marshalling a Libyan-led peace
process will make it to the top of
the priority list.
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